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Open-source software forms the heart of today’s digital services, underpinning our public services

and critical infrastructure. It creates the building blocks for applications, services and the

underlying infrastructure in businesses and the public sector. Free-to-use, open-source software

is a digital public good bene�iting us all.

However, understanding how open-source software should be curated by the user to support

those requirements is limited. Curation involves more than managing software from a technical

perspective; rather, it broadly covers good governance and practices in open-source software

usage. Curation varies depending on the use case of the software, and the burden of ensuring the

software meets the requirements of a regulated environment sits with the end user selecting it for

this use. 

Source Code Transparency

Source transparency supports a vastly better development methodology. If we can rely on the

visibility of the source, we can produce a more trusted infrastructure. With open-source licensed

software, a user takes code freely and chooses where to utilize it. Therefore, the user, not the

developer, is responsible for its implementation. 

Open-source software is open to everyone for any purpose, making it potentially vulnerable to bad

actors. This perceived vulnerability is managed by security techniques to identify and manage

potential bad actors in a coordinated way. All software has faults that must be �ixed, but this

requires resources. Therein lies the actual problem for open-source software. Open source’s

collaborative innovation provides free-to-use functionality that would otherwise require creation

from scratch. However, projects that provide this essential and pervasive technology haven’t
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always been supported e�ectively. When something goes wrong, users rely on a ‘community’

response – code creators, maintainers and users collaborating to �ix it. 

However, some projects may not have the necessary �inancial resources or skilled human capital.

Popular projects get the most attention and resources to �ix any potential issues, while lesser-

known projects have inherently fewer eyes to check them. To focus more eyes on open-source

projects and distribute these e�orts fairly, we need more than the existing community members. 

For example, Apache Log4j was estimated to be used by 58% of all organizations and across

applications that a�ected millions of people. When the exploit was discovered,

Cloud�are saw more than 1000 attempted exploits per second. Log4j was ubiquitous code and

highly utilized, yet it relied on a tiny team to build and maintain the project.  

The Log4Shell vulnerability has been unfairly used as a stick to beat open source – apparent

inextricable proof that the ‘many eyes’ model o�ered by open source is not �it for purpose. Yet

vulnerabilities occur in all software, even those maintained by private companies holding

extensive resources. What matters most is how these vulnerabilities are found, �ixed and then

disseminated to the community that uses the project.

Open Source and Curation

End users are not only responsible for their utilization of open-source software but receive

commercial advantage from it being distributed freely and at zero cost. Therefore, they must take

on a higher degree of responsibility for the utilization of that open-source code. It would be

unreasonable to seek to shift any responsibility to the benevolence of these creators and

maintainers. 

We can’t rely on the goodwill and e�orts of the community alone to deliver and maintain code

when it is used at the scale that open source is deployed. Support is needed from the wider

enterprise software industry and governments. Google has led the way by committing $100m to

fund more cooperation between companies in responding to problems. This is promising, but a

broader range of global corporate engagement must occur.

This should consist of �inancial support for those directly contributing to projects and more

human resources that can work alongside those committers. The digital skills gap is growing, and

more e�orts are needed to develop future generations with the required skill sets around secure

coding, spotting potential issues and working with communities and users to ensure updates are

implemented e�ectively.

On the government side, the US government has developed more understanding of open-source

software, built improved user practices and mandated software bill of materials (SBOMs) for US

federal software projects. The European Commission has lifted this into its 2022 Cyber Resilience

Act. The UK government is due to release its risk-based approach in early 2023.

Open source is at a crossroads. It has become the foundation for critical services for both the

public sector and private businesses. The economic downturn will only increase organizations’

reliance on free software. But for open source to be secure in future, we cannot keep taking from

the community and giving nothing in return. We must focus on funding and resourcing in a

joined-up and collaborative way. 
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